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the knife. The knife is solemnly found guilty and cast into
the sea. In the meantime the hide of the dead ox has been
stuffed and yoked to a plough, as though not only had the
ox voluntarily devoted itself by eating the sacred cakes, but
also it had not really been killed at all.
And so, with much apparatus, the Great God gets his
great sacrifice and humane man feverishly tries to set his
mind at ease.
Clearly there was more in the mind, and on the mind,
of the early Greek peasant than we shall find by looking at
Homer, or the Parthenon sculptures, or Keats' Grecian
Urn. Nor have we ransacked Greece for monstrosities. We
have described some of the most famous festivals of a
civilized and brilliant though always conservative Greek
city. Indeed there were far worse things to be found in the
religion of the wilder parts of Greece. " Have you heard
the story," asks Plato's Sokrates, "that is told about the
sanctuary of Zeus Lykaios in Arkadia . . . that the man
who tastes the human flesh cut up and mixed with that of
other sacrificed animals must of necessity become a wolf ? "
" I have," replies the young man.1 It looks as if we had to
do with something very like one of those African " human
leopard" societies that still persist, despite European
administrators 2; societies whose members are believed by
their trembling neighbours, or even by themselves, to
become leopards and prey on men. Sometimes they practice
this same method of initiating a new member by making
him to taste of human flesh.
The scene of this early reference to the widespread
European werwolf superstition, this sanctuary of " Zeus the
Wolf-god ", had another weird characteristic, " No man
may enter it; and he who neglects the law1 and enters cannot
possibly live beyond the year. And this also they say : that
which enters the precinct, beast and man alike, casts no
1	Plato, Republic, viii, 565 D,   More details in Pliny, N,H. viii, 81.
2	A widespread society is reported as troubling the administration of the
Belgian Congo in The Times of 13th May, 1938,

